The mutational analysis in the diagnostic work-up of thyroid nodules: the real impact in a center with large experience in thyroid cytopathology.
Fine-needle aspiration (FNA) cytology is a mainstay in the evaluation of thyroid nodules, but fails to reach reliable results in 25-30% of cases. The role of molecular markers in helping clinical decisions has been investigated for the last years, but their clinical usefulness is still unsettled. Mutation analysis of BRAF, RAS genes and TERT promoter was performed in a series of 617 consecutive cytological specimens undergoing FNA. The 617 nodules had the following cytological diagnosis: non diagnostic 22 (3.6%), benign 425 (68.9%), indeterminate 114 (18.5%), suspicious 11 (1.8%) and malignant 45 (7.3%). BRAF mutations were found in 31 cases (5.0%), all but two in suspicious and malignant nodules. RAS mutations were detected in 47 samples (7.6%): 25 benign (5.9%) and 19 indeterminate nodules (16.7%). TERT promoter mutation alone was detected in three samples. Histological outcome was available for 167 nodules, 81 of which proved malignant: all the 48 with suspicious or malignant cytology; 25 out of 56 (44.6%) with indeterminate and 8 out of 57 (14%) with benign cytology. BRAF mutations were associated with worse tumors pathological features. The presence of RAS mutations was indicative of follicular-patterned malignancies in 5 out of 8 benign nodules and 9 out of 11 indeterminate nodules. Our study established mutational rates for BRAF and RAS genes in a large series of FNA specimens. BRAF mutations were confirmed as highly specific but not able to improve cytological diagnosis, while RAS testing proved effective in assessing malignancy in nodules with indeterminate and benign cytology.